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USING FORWARD AND INVERSE NEURAL
MODELS FOR SOLVING OPTIMAL TRACKING

PROBLEM OF NON–LINEAR SYSTEM

Anna Jadlovská
∗

This paper presents the use of the theory of optimal control and linear-quadratic approach to the deterministic controller
design for non-linear dynamical system - robot. In the first stage the optimal target trajectories are off-line determined

that serve as the required inputs for the feedback tracking control of the robot, whereby the feedback is determined from

the linearized robot model. The results of this classical approach are used to design an optimal tracking neuro-controller

(OTNC) with quadratic cost function. The proposed feedforward control scheme with neural models will be demonstrated

on a typical non-linear system, a two-link robot. Computer simulations of the control algorithm are made by the simulation

language Matlab and the presented results are analyzed.

K e y w o r d s: programmed optimal control, two-bounded problem, sensitive function, linear-quadratic control, tracking

problem, Riccati equations, forward neural model, inverse neural model

1 INTRODUCTION

There exist large number of papers dedicated to the
control problems of the robots. We know that the robots
are characterized by a complex non-linear dynamical
structure with unmodelled dynamics and unstructured
uncertainties. These features make the designing of con-
trollers for the robots a difficult task in the framework
of non-adaptive and adaptive control of the non-linear
dynamic systems.

The goal of this paper is to present an engineering ap-
proach to the control of an industrial robot using the re-
sults of the theory of optimal control and linear-quadratic
approach to the design of a deterministic controller ap-
plying two-stage control synthesis, [1, 6].

In the first stage the optimal target trajectories are
determined from a non-linear model of the robot solving
the two-bounded problem that serve as the required nom-
inal inputs for the feedback tracking control of the robot.
In the second stage the feedback is determined from a
linearized model of the robot along nominal trajectories
using LQ approach.

The results of this classical approach of nominal tra-
jectories (programmed optimal control) and matrix of
gains from Riccati equations (feedback optimal control)
are used to design an optimal tracking neuro-controller
(OTNC) for the robot with quadratic cost function.

The OTNC is made of two controllers: the feedforward
neuro-controller (FFNC) and feedback neuro-controller
(FBNC). The feedforward neuro-controller (FFNC) gen-
erates steady-state control inputs to keep the system out-
put to a given reference value and is trained as inverse
neural model by back-propagation algorithm. The feed-
back neural controller (FBNC) generates the transient

control input to stabilize error dynamics along the opti-
mal trajectories while minimizing the quadratic function.
The FBNC is trained as forward neural model by back-
propagation algorithm.

The control methodology in this paper is useful as a
control method, where the nominal control inputs and
target trajectories of the motion of the robot are first off-
line computed by an algorithm of sensitive functions and
then a controller is designed on-line by an algorithm of
LQ approach.

The proposed feedforward control scheme with neu-
ral models will be demonstrated on a typical non-linear
system two-link robot.

2 DYNAMIC MODEL OF ROBOT

We shall consider the robot with the kinematics struc-
ture by Fig. 1, [7], the dynamic model of which is de-
scribed in the state space:

ẋ1 = x2 , ẋ2 =
mb

mr

x1x
2
4 +

K1

mr

u1 ,

ẋ3 = x4 , ẋ4 = −
2mbx1x2x4

I23 + mbx
2
1

+
K2

I23 + mbx
2
1

u2

(1)

where

mb = mz + m1 , mr = mrr + mb + m2 ,

mz = 35 kg is the mass of the weight,

m1 = 52 kg is the mass of the grasp head and part of the
arm,

mrr = 62.5 kg is reduced mass of the gear,

m2 = 78 kg is the mass of the servomotors of the arm,

K1 = 281.4 Nm, K2 = 291 Nm are the constants of the
operational values,
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Fig. 1. The kinematics scheme of the robot
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Fig. 2. Optimal state variables x∗
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Fig. 3. Optimal control inputs u∗
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2
0 ,

Ir = 82.5 kgm2 is reduced torque of the inertia of the
electric servo-motor and the gear box,

m3 = 90 kg, m4 = 125 kg, r0 = 250 mm.

The elements of the state vector are:S

x1 = r [m] ; x2 = ṙ [m s−1] ;

x3 = ϕ [rad] ; x4 = ϕ̇ [rad s−1] ;

where r is translation of the arm,
ϕ is rotation of the arm (0, 2π) .

3 OPTIMAL CONTROL OF ROBOT

The dynamic of the robot (1) is modelled by a vector
differential equation

ẋ(t) = f
(

x(t),u(t)
)

; x0(t) = x0 (2)

where

x(t) is the state vector of the system, n -dimensional
vector with components x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t) ;

u(t) is the control vector of the system, m -dimensional
vector with components u1(t), . . . , um(t) ;

x0(t) = x0 is the initial state vector;

f
(

x(t),u(t)
)

is the non-linear vector function of the sys-
tem with components
f1

(

x(t),u(t)
)

, f2

(

x(t),u(t)
)

, . . . , fn

(

x(t),u(t)
)

.

For the mechanical system (robot) which is described
by (1) and the initial state x0 , we find optimal control
u∗(t) and target trajectories of the motion x∗(t) , which
drives dynamical system (2) from the initial state x0(t) =
x0 to a given finite state xT for all t ∈ 〈t0, T 〉 such that
the cost function

J =
1

2

∫ T

t0

u>(t)u(t) dt (3)

is minimized.

We can use Pontryagin maximum principle to transfer
this problem to the solution of the two-point boundary
problem of the ordinary differential equations

ẋ(t) = f [x(t),p(t)]

ṗ(t) = g [x(t),p(t)]
(4)

where p(t) is the costate vector and the boundary con-
ditions are:

x(t0) = x0 and x(T ) = xT . (5)

The problem is to find the initial conditions of the
costate vector p(t) . Determination of the correct initial
conditions for costate vector p(t0) = p0 requires an it-
erative process. We used the sensitive functions method
in the algorithm of programme optimal control and the
detailed description of the solution for this problem is in
[4].

The result solving of the problem of programme op-
timal control are found optimal controls inputs u∗

1(t) ,
u∗

2(t) and target trajectories of the motion of the robot:
x∗

1(t) = r(t) , x∗

2(t) = v(t) , x∗

3(t) = ϕ(t) , x∗

4(t) = ω(t) by
simulations in language Matlab by Control and Symbolic
Toolboxes.

The boundary conditions are x(0) = 0 , x(T ) =
[0.2, 0, 0.2, 0] and the cost function is

J =
1

2

∫ 1

0

(

u2
1 + u2

2

)

dt . (6)
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Simulation results of the implementation of the algo-
rithm programme optimal control (POC) are in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3.

In real industrial robots which are characterized by
complex non-linear dynamical structures with unmod-
elled dynamics and unstructured uncertainties, their pa-
rameters are not constant (the deterministic mathemati-
cal model of the robot does not correspond to the real
physical model. We must find the control input u(t)
which keeps the real state of the system x(t) near its
target trajectories x∗(t) for all t ∈ 〈t0, T 〉 . It is clear
that the real plant input u(t) must be different from the
nominal input u∗(t) computed by optimal control using
the sensitivity functions.

So, we define the following quantities:

1. The state perturbation vector δx(t) :

δx(t) = x(t) − x∗(t) , (7)

where x(t) is the real state of the system, x∗(t) is
nominal state of the system — optimal trajectory com-
puted by sensitivity function.

2. The control correction vector δu(t) :

δu(t) = u(t) − u∗(t) , (8)

where u(t) is the real control input,u∗(t) is the nom-
inal control input.

We can imagine that the control correction vector
δu(t) is generated by a deterministic controller the input
of which is the state perturbation vector δx(t) . Thus, in
this deterministic case we must use the control to take
care for errors that are primarily associated with errors
in modelling.

3.1 Linearized Perturbation Model

We assume, that the deterministic model of our non-
linear system (robot) is described by eqn. (2) as

ẋ(t) = f (x(t),u(t))

Similarly, for nominal control input u∗(t) , the nominal
state x∗(t) are related by

x∗(t) = f (x∗(t),u∗(t)) . (9)

Expanding f
(

x(t),u(t)
)

along x∗(t) , u∗(t) in a Taylor
series expansion we obtain

f
(

x(t),u(t)
)

= f
(

x∗(t),u∗(t)
)

+
∂f

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

0

δx(t)

+
∂f

∂u

∣

∣

∣

∣

0

δu(t) + α0

(

δx(t), δu(t)
)

(10)

where α0(δx(t), δu(t)
)

denote the higher order terms in
the Taylor series expansion.

From the preceding we readily deduce that

δẋ(t) = A0(t)δx(t)+B0(t)δu(t)+α0

(

δx(t), δu(t)
)

(11)

where

A0(t)=̂
∂f

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

0

=̂
∂f

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

x∗(t)
u∗(t)

(12)

is an n×n time-varying matrix which is obtained by eval-

uating the elements of the Jacobian matrix ∂f
∂x along the

known (precomputed) time functions x∗(t) and u∗(t) .

B0(t)=̂
∂f

∂u

∣

∣

∣

∣

0

=̂
∂f

∂u

∣

∣

∣

∣

x∗(t)
u∗(t)

(13)

is an n×m time-varying matrix which is obtained by eval-

uating the elements of the Jacobian matrix ∂f
∂u along the

known (precomputed) time functions x∗(t) and u∗(t) .

Equation (11) including the higher order terms repre-
sents the exact relationship between δx(t) and δu(t) .

Linearized perturbation model is obtained by setting
the higher order terms equal to zero in (11). We obtain:

δẋ(t) = A0(t) δx(t) + B0(t)δu(t) (14)

which is a standard description of a linear time-varying
system.

3.2 Linear-quadratic Approach to the Determin-

istic Controller Design

For given linear deterministic time-varying system (14)
and given a fixed time interval of interest t ∈ 〈t0, T 〉
we shall find the control perturbation vector δu(t) , t ∈
〈t0, T 〉 such that the following deterministic quadratic
cost functional is minimized:

JTR = δx>(T )F0δx(T )+
∫ T

t0

[

δx>(t)Q(t)δx(t) + δu>(t)R(t)δu(t)
]

dt (15)

where

F0 = F
> ≥ 0, (n × n matrix), (16)

Q(t) = Q
>(t) ≥ 0, for all t ∈ 〈t0, T 〉 (n × n matrix), (17)

R(t) = R
>(t) > 0, for all t ∈ 〈t0, T 〉 (m × n matrix). (18)

The optimal control perturbation vector δu(t) is related
to the state perturbation vector δx(t) by means of the
linear time-varying feedback relationship

δu(t) = −GLQ(t)δx(t) (19)

where GLQ(t) is an m × n time-varying control gain
matrix.
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The value of GLQ(t) is given by

GLQ(t) = R
−1

B
>

0 (t)K(t) (20)

where n × n matrix K(t) is the solution of the Riccati
matrix differential equation

K̇(t) = −K(t)A0(t) − A
>

0 (t)K(t) − Q(t)+

K(t)B0(t)R
−1(t)B>

0 (t)K(t) (21)

with boundary condition at the terminal time T :

K(T ) = F0 . (22)

The solution of the deterministic linear-quadratic
problem provides us with a deterministic feedback design
that attempts to null out deviations of the true state x(t)
from its ideal response x∗(t) , [1, 4, 5]. Figure 4 shows the
structure of this of deterministic feedback control system
for general time-varying case.

From a practical viewpoint this deterministic design
is appealing because the control gain matrix GLQ(t) can
be precomputed completely. We put in line the steps that
must be followed:

• Modelling
Step 1: We consider a non-linear deterministic model
of the robot ẋ(t) = f

(

x(t),u(t)
)

.
Step 2: The engineer determines the time functions
u∗(t) and x∗(t) for all t ∈ 〈t0, T 〉 , for example by se-
lecting the cost functional (4) and solving programme
optimal control problem by an algorithm using the
method of sensitivity functions.
Step 3: The engineer selects the weighting matrices
F0 , Q(t) , R(t) in the quadratic criterion (15).

• Off-line computations
Step 4: From the equations selected in Steps 1 and 2
we compute the matrices A0(t) and B0(t) according
to (12) and (13); at this step the linear system (14) is
determined.
Step 5: The matrices A0(t) , B0(t) , Q(t) , R(t) are
coefficients of the Riccati equation (21) and F0(t) is
the boundary condition (22). Numerically integrate

the Riccati equation (21) by function ode45 in lan-
guage Matlab we obtain the matrix K(t) and GLQ(t)
by (20).

• On-line computations:
Step 6: We measure the true state x(t) ; subtract
x∗(t) precomputed in Step 2 from x(t) to find δx(t) .
Step 7: We compute on-line δu(t) by

δu(t) = −GLQ(t)δx(t) ;

only a matrix vector multiplication is required in real
time; since GLQ(t) has been precomputed in Step 5.
Step 8: We compute the true control input u(t) by

u(t) = u∗(t) + δu(t) .

u∗(t) was precomputed in Step 2.

Selection of the weighting matrices in the quadratic
criterion (15) is not a simple matter. Usually they are
selected by the designer on the basis of engineering expe-
rience. In most practical applications F0 , Q(t) and R(t)
are selected to be diagonal.

4 SOLVING TRACKING PROBLEM

USING NEURAL MODELS

The results of the classical approach written in the
third section will be used to design an optimal trajectory
tracking neuro-controller (OTNC) for non-linear dynamic
system — robot with a quadratic cost function, [2, 6 and
8].

The OTNC is made of two controllers: feedforward
neuro controller (FFNC) and feedback neuro-controller
(FBNC). The FFNC controls the steady-state output of
the plant and is trained as inverse neural model (Fig. 5)
by the well-known back propagation error algorithm
(BPEA). The training set for the FFNC is computed
solving two-bounded problem using sensitive functions,
(Fig. 2, Fig. 3). The FBNC controls the transient out-
put of the system and is trained as forward neural model

by BPEA, (Fig. 6). The FBNC generates the transient
control input δu(k) to stabilize error dynamics along the
optimal trajectories while minimizing the cost function
(15). The training patterns are obtained by solving non-
linear Riccati differential equations, [6]. The architecture
for the optimal tracking control problem using neural
networks NN1 (forward neural model as feedback con-
troller) and NN2 (inverse neural model as a feedforward
controller) is in Fig. 7.

5 EXAMPLE

To test the problem of tracking we considered a dy-
namic model of robot (1), Steps 1 and 2 in Section 3.

Step 3: The weighting matrices F0 , Q and R are diag-
onal, for example:

qii = 1 , for i = 1, . . . , 4 ,

rii = 0.05 : 0.1 for i = 1, 2 .
(23)
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Step 4: Computing the matrices A0(t) , B0(t)

A0(t) =







0 1 0 0
A21 0 0 A24

0 0 0 1
A41 A42 0 A44







x∗(t)
u∗(t)

(24)

where

A21 =
mb

mr

x2
4(t) A24 =

2mb

mr

x1(t)x4(t)

A41 = −
2mbx1(t)

(

u2(t)K2 − 2mbx1(t)x2(t)x4(t)
)

H2

−
2mbx2(t)x4(t)

H
, H = I23 + mbx

2
1(t) ,

A42 = −
2mbx1(t)x4(t)

H
, A44 = −

2mbx1(t)x2(t)

H
,

(25)

B0 =







0 0
B21 0
0 0
0 B42







x∗(t)
u∗(t)

(26)

where

B21 =
K1

mr

, B42 =
K2

I23 + mbx
2
1(t)

. (27)

Step 5: Numerically integrate the Riccati equation (21)
by function ode45 in simulation language Matlab we
obtain the matrix K(t) and GLQ(t) by (20)

Step 6: We compute the regulate error:

δxi(t) = xi(t) − x∗

i (t) for i = 1, . . . , 4 .

By step 7 and step 8 we compute control input:

u1(t) = u∗

1 + δu1(t) ,

u2(t) = u∗

2 + δu2(t) .
(28)

Results of simulations of classical approach LQ design are
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 and the results of simulations using
neural networks NN1, NN2 for solving tracking problem
are in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

In Figs. 8 and 9 we can see tracking optimal trajec-
tories x*(t) for time-variant case by classical approach of
LQ design. In Figs. 10 and 11 we can see the tracking
by the optimal tracking neural controller composed from
two off-line trained neural networks NN1 and NN2.

For both cases we consider a defect in the mass of
the weight mz from 35 kg to 40 kg and white noise as
perturbation input of the non-linear system.
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6 CONCLUSION

From the results we can see that the proposed method-
ology is useful as a control method, where the results from
the classical approach programme optimal control (POC)
and feedback optimal LQ control (FOC) can be used
to design an optimal-tracking neuro-controller in feedfor-
ward control structure. The use of neural networks with
learning ability helps the controller design to be rather
flexible and robust, especially when the dynamics of the
system is complex and non-linear and with time-variable

parameters. In this article we show that neural networks
offer promising possibilities for providing better solutions
to robot tracking problems, primarily because of their
excellent capability to learn any complex mapping from
training examples.
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